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The study of fluvial network rearrangement provides a key to understand past and future landscape evolution.
Large perturbations of hydrographic basins such as the change from endorheism to exorheism, have repercussion
in the steady or disequilibrium state of the basins and their drainage divides. Water divides are dynamic features that
migrate in order to reach an equilibrium with a complete reorganization of river networks. Previous fluvial analyses
in the northern part of Iberia demonstrated that the Duero and Ebro basins experienced a change from endorheism
to exorheism in Miocene-Pliocene times. A basin opening is recorded by a major retreating knickpoint wave that
separates the upstream low-relief area (inherited from the endorheic period) from the downstream incised area, as
is currently observed in the Duero but not in the Ebro basin. Recent works argue for a migration of the Ebro-Duero
divide towards the west implying an area decrease for the Duero basin (victim) in favor of the Ebro (aggressor)
based on field evidence and chi maps. However, topographic and chi-plot analyses at the basin scale have not yet
been performed. We use river profiles, knickpoint distribution and chi analysis to understand the maturity of both
drainage basins. The Ebro drainage network shows profiles near equilibrium with knickpoints in the upper reaches
and no signal of low-relief topography inherited from the endorheic times. The Duero river profiles still record a
major knickpoint (convex-up inflexion) related to the opening of the basin, preserving a large upstream low relief
area (meseta or high-plateau). This argues for an out of equilibrium basin that remains reorganizing and adapting
to the base level lowering by the opening towards the Atlantic during the Miocene. Chi analysis indicates a large-
scale aggressor role for the Duero and a victim role for the Ebro. We consequently interpret two different signals
of basin development at two different timescales. The geomorphological evidence and drainage analysis argues for
a westward advance of the Ebro-Duero divide while in the long term the Duero major knickpoint wave migrates to
the east incising the meseta in order to reach a new equilibrium. This is a MITE contribution (CGL2014-59516).


